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Abstract

News diversity in the media has for a long time been a foundational and uncontested basis for ensuring that the communicative needs of individuals and society at large are met. Today, people increasingly rely on online content and recommender systems to consume information challenging the traditional concept of news diversity. In addition, the very concept of diversity, which differs between disciplines, will need to be re-evaluated requiring a interdisciplinary investigation, which requires a new level of mutual cooperation between computer scientists, social scientists, and legal scholars. Based on the outcome of a multidisciplinary workshop, we have the following recommendations, directed at researchers, funders, legislators, regulators, and the media industry:

- Do more research on news recommenders and diversity.
- Create a safe harbor for academic research with industry data.
- Optimize the role of public values in news recommenders.
- Create a meaningful governance framework.
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- Fund a joint lab to spearhead the needed interdisciplinary research, boost practical innovation, develop reference solutions, and transfer insights into practice.

Executive summary

News diversity in the media has for a long time been a foundational and uncontested basis for ensuring that the communicative needs of individuals and society at large are met. Today, people increasingly rely on online content and recommender systems to consume information, engage in debates, and form their political opinions, as well as find relevant information in the ever-expanding information sphere. These fundamental changes in the use of content and the role of recommender systems to curate access to news challenge the realization of the traditional concept of news diversity. News diversity also becomes a matter of diversity in recommendations.

In the social sciences, and in media law and policy, the concept of diversity has always been dependent on the context of its use (e.g., dependent on which theory of democracy is followed). To develop an updated notion of diversity that takes into account the technological changes, we need to go back to the functions (or contexts) that news diversity fulfills for society. Such a functional notion of diversity will require reevaluation of core societal values, and require interdisciplinary research. This interdisciplinarity will then require a new level of mutual cooperation between computer scientists, social scientists – especially from communication science but also from psychology, sociology, political philosophy, and economics – and legal scholars. The traditional approaches to cooperation, which rely on dividing the problem into its disciplinary parts or opportunistically regard the other disciplinary as a service provider, will not suffice anymore.

Recommendations

Based on the outcome of a multidisciplinary workshop, we have the following recommendations, directed at researchers, funders, legislators, regulators, and the media industry:

1. Do research on news recommenders and diversity: As most pressing societal and scholarly questions about news recommender systems and diversity cannot be answered meaningfully from a mono-disciplinary perspective, we call upon the (inter)national research community to organize and engage in truly interdisciplinary, continuously cooperating communities across computer, social, and legal sciences.

2. Create a safe harbor for academic research with industry data: Much research on public communication and recommender systems requires access to industry data to produce results that are meaningful for society. To enable this, data protection issues must be resolved. We recommend creating a code of conduct under Article 40 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to give this kind of data sharing a solid legal basis.
3. *Optimize the role of public values in news recommenders*: News recommenders can be powerful tools to help users find their way in the plethora of available news, shape public opinion, and serve as a foundation for public cohesion. They are extensions of the traditional editorial task. Hence, we recommend that they should not just maximize for clicks and short-term revenue, but, mindful of the democratic function of the media, also optimize for values that align with the overall mission of a news outlet.

4. *Create a meaningful governance framework*: While we see no fruitful way of transferring existing regulations from broadcasting to news recommenders, we recommend that regulators and legislators support the research required to build diversity-aware recommender systems and actively foster an environment that allows for the co-existence of various recommender systems (and its preconditions). Such initiatives should be evidence-based.

5. *We recommend founding a joint lab to spearhead the needed interdisciplinary research, boost practical innovation, develop reference solutions, and transfer insights into practice*. This initiative and its lab must combine the best (inter)national expertise from fields like computer science, social and behavioral sciences, political philosophy, and law, as well as industry and regulators to ensure diverse, transparent, explainable, and fair news recommendations.
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1 Introduction

News is a specific kind of information with respect to its unique function in society. However, what different actors consider to be news depends on a variety of patterns of interpretation. The social and societal function of ‘news’ is that it should enable citizens to know what is regarded as important, contested, or an issue of public interest that should be deliberated upon. News shapes how people relate to their communities and society, and how they form their opinions about public affairs. News fundamentally contributes to the construction of public spheres, which need to be open to all topics, events, and opinions that a society needs for its self-observation. This makes news a crucial part of various social communication processes.

The diversity of news fulfills an important function for this process, displaying the variety of opinions in society to enable the emergence of shared knowledge about current affairs. This facilitates public deliberation and the creation of social cohesion. Hence, diversity is crucial for free and open public and individual opinion formation in democratic societies.

Given the amount of information, meaningful selection has become more crucial than ever, both for those who produce news and for those who use it. Selection decisions were traditionally made by human editors, but there is an emerging trend of automated news recommenders that serve similar goals. These technical systems aggregate, filter, select, and prioritize information. In doing so, they take on a powerful gatekeeping function in the information ecosystem.

A news recommender system makes automated decisions as to which news content will be presented to users. The value of these systems lies in their ability to adjust decisions to the different information needs and preferences of users (personalization). Such systems may make editorial decisions for the front page of an online newspaper, decide which additional stories to suggest to a reader of a story, decide on the selection and order of stories in the consumption flow of the user, unlock the long tail, and increase coverage. They are also routinely used by human editors as decision support systems. As news recommenders now influence the way in which many people are both exposed to and consume news, it is critical to understand and take into account how such systems affect the diversity of news consumption and exposure. To uncover whether diversity is and can be formalized sufficiently to address its societal function, we need to rethink diversity within the role of the media in a democratic society. This includes reflecting on what we ‘optimize’ with respect to diversity within recommender systems.

These questions are all the more urgent as different organizations and/or stakeholders have emerged that contribute to the flow of news and the use of recommender systems for part of the news selection and distribution process, including:

1. **Media organizations**, such as online newspapers, often make use of features of recommender systems, such as a list of additional stories suggested within a given story or a personalized front page.
2. **News aggregators**, such as Google News or Apple News, do not generate their own news content, but gather content from a variety of different sources, mostly journalistic, and select which stories to present to a given user, and in what order.
3. **Social media platforms**, such as YouTube or Facebook, typically present personalized streams of content to users. These streams often include news but also a variety of different types of content.
Realizing diversity takes place in the dynamic interplay between these stakeholders, and the growing influence of news recommenders and the automation of editorial decisions. Doing so requires an interdisciplinary effort and discussion between social scientists, legal scientists, and computer scientists, as well as industry and regulators. Only together can we identify goals and solutions that are both important and realizable, as well as economically viable. The shared goal must be to ground diversity in various ways: socially, normatively, and computationally. To best address diversity in news recommenders, we need to bring together researchers from different disciplines and engage them in meaningful collaboration.

The remainder of this manifesto develops a set of recommendations for researchers in academia and industry, regulators, funders, and media organizations. It roots these recommendations in the importance of diversity as a societal concept and a means to the realization of democratic values. The manifesto considers the social and user perspective on diversity, complexities that arise from data access, design, and measurement, as well as challenges that arise in the governance of diversity in media. It closes by distilling the key issues into five core recommendations, hereby calling for a new initiative on research on news recommendations.

The use of recommender systems for news vs. other digital media

Today, recommender systems are part of many applications, such as movie streaming services (e.g., Netflix), e-commerce websites (e.g., Amazon), and social networks (e.g., Facebook). News recommender systems are substantially different from recommender systems in other domains. For example, the content flow in news is substantially faster than, for example, in the movie domain, while the metadata associated with news is often less detailed than, for example, the technical specification of an electronic gadget. In addition, the role of diversity in news is very different to the role of diversity elsewhere.

In entertainment recommendations, the goal of the system is to help the user to rapidly find a relevant item to consume. The system is typically indifferent as it optimizes the goal of a company, which might entail an aspect concerning the utility of the platform to its users, where neither needs to be aligned to societal goals. For example, in the movie domain, YouTube's goal was to maximize the number of hours watched per day by making “relevant” movie recommendations to their users. By setting the focus on relevance, diversity is mainly considered in terms of topic diversity and/or to compensate for the inaccuracy in relevance estimation. Another common domain for recommender systems is in e-commerce applications, such as in electronic gadgets or an online supermarket. In these domains, diversity is arguably even less important. On the other hand, there may be other domains, such as court decisions recommendations, where diversity can be extremely important, but can take on a different meaning than for the news sector. These examples illustrate that diversity should always be evaluated with regards to the specific domain in question.

2 Why is diversity important?

In a democracy, an informed citizenship is a critical precondition, as is the availability of a public forum where the different ideas and opinions in a democratic society can be articulated, encountered, debated, and weighed [21, 9, 20]. This role (or function) has not changed and it becomes even more important in the digital realm (see section 1). The importance of diversity extends to the way media engage with digital technologies, including the increasing automation of communicative processes [3]. In light of this role, diversity is a means to an
end: to further the goals and values diverse news content helps to promote. Exposure to diverse news is a precondition for social cohesion, tolerance, and peaceful coexistence of different cultures, ideologies, and viewpoints \[8, 12, 16\].

Diversity of news is deeply ingrained in our understanding of what it means to live in a democratic society – a society that embraces the idea that each member of a democracy is entitled to a set of fundamental rights, including political rights, and is able to participate and have a voice. In a diverse media landscape, one actor should not be able to dominate public discourse \[6\]. Diversity is an inherently normative concept \[15\], but at a most basic level, one could define diversity as the “heterogeneity of media content in terms of one or more specified characteristics” \[7\]. The concrete goals and values that a diverse news recommender should optimize for, hence, depend on the respective understanding of democracy and the role of journalism \[11, 15\]. The way media engage with algorithmic recommendations must be driven by the sense of the responsibility that comes with the power of recommenders to steer reading behavior, combined with an understanding of how different measures of diversity are conducive to different functions and democratic values.

In designing both new recommender systems as well as the means to evaluate and regulate such systems, it is important to accept that diversity and democratic values are complex, diffuse, and sometimes not directly measurable or quantifiable. Despite – or maybe exactly because of – its pivotal role in society, there are different aspects of diversity that need to be taken into account, like diversity of topics, perspectives, and actors, but also language, style of news, and audiences to reach \[1\]. The relative importance of each dimension can be derived from the desired societal values that drive diversity. Not all of these dimensions of diversity are readily operationalizable \[1\] and measurable. Neither is there a single gold standard measure of diversity. Instead, the type of diversity that a media organization adheres to depends on its editorial mission, its business model, and the role of recommendations in this context \[11\]. Concretely, this may lead to different forms of diversity in recommendations for social media platforms and legacy media.

Furthermore, even if a way of measuring diversity is agreed upon, uncritically maximizing an arbitrary measure of diversity can result in a dysfunctional fragmentation and polarization of the news supply: the actual effect of diversification is contingent on the content and the user as well as on the desired functional values. Uncritically maximizing diversity also ignores the fact that diversity needs to be balanced and aligned with the economic interests of publishers, and user needs, including privacy, fairness, and inclusiveness \[17\]. The desired degree of diversity will differ depending on the relative importance of, for example, informing, fostering discussion, and representing minority voices.

Finally, diversity is not only about including different ideas and perspectives, etc. but also about making purposeful choices. The role of a recommender should be to guide news consumption in an increasingly fragmented digital environment. This is why it is not sufficient to formalize diversity in recommendations. We also need to be mindful of the way people interact with recommendations and the degree of agency publishers and designers of recommender systems share with users (see section \[3\]). Diverse recommendations are furthermore modulated by their integration into the broader organizational context of a newsroom, and the division of work and responsibilities between journalists, editors, and computer scientists or software developers. This is why, ultimately, diversity in recommendations is not only a

---

1 Operationalization is the process of making a concept like relevance of a news-item or diversity measurable. It is thus a precondition to any automatic decision making on the selection and order of digital content.
matter of the design of the recommendation algorithms and the values it is being optimized for, but also of the way newsrooms embrace and understand recommendations as an extension of their editorial task.

Recommedations

Concretely, this results in a set of specific recommendations for scholars, practitioners, and regulators:

- The research community and regulators need to collaborate with industry to test the long-term impact of diverse news recommendations on relevant outcome variables that include not only democratic skills, like political knowledge; wider societal impact, such as fragmentation, radicalization, and polarization; but also the economic consequences for news providers and user experience and satisfaction.
- Social scientists, computer scientists, and legal scholars need to work together and with journalists, regulators, and technology platforms to form a shared understanding of which types of diversity are important in the news domain, and why. This is crucial for making decisions on how to build such systems, and what should be optimized. An understanding of the goals is also crucial in making decisions on the grounding of complex abstract concepts into technical definitions that are measurable and yield to optimization.
- All actors involved in designing, governing, and running news recommender systems should acknowledge that diversity is not the only absolute value, but needs to be balanced with other public values, such as privacy, autonomy, non-discrimination, and economic goals.
- System designers and social scientists should collaborate to better understand the way that users engage with and appreciate recommendations.
- Regulators and industry should collaborate to create an economic environment in which the formalization of diversity does not become a race to the bottom. Online news needs to be (self-)regulated in such a way that the societal responsibility ingrained in traditional journalistic organizations is not pressed out of the market.

3 The user perspective on diversity: the tension between autonomy, diversity, and privacy

As the discussion so far highlights, diversity of perspectives and diversity of news in general is thought to be a cornerstone for the informed citizen in many democratic theories [11]. As such, the societal interest in informed citizens needs to be balanced against the individual autonomy interests of autonomous decision making. For the autonomous user, agency in a news recommender and control of its mechanics might result in an increased or reduced diversity of news. This may potentially create a tension between the editorial intention to diversify the news recommender and individual autonomy. Furthermore, a data-driven news recommender system, which might be used to cater to the autonomous user or/and to create a diverse news exposure, can be in conflict with privacy rights. Finally, there are economic goals to be protected, which might restrict the transparency and control that content providers, platforms, and news recommenders want to hand over to the user. The tension and balance between these values, and their relationship to each other, is under-researched. This leads to the following recommendations:
Funding agencies should help establish frameworks for more open and transparent collaboration with platforms and the digital news industry to disentangle this complex network of conflicting interests and values.

Regulators and research funders should ensure that more research can be done to better understand user behavior in the broader information ecosystem, which should not only consider the wider media consumption landscape (multi-platform, both editorial and social media content), but also the long-term effects on the relationship between news providers and the evolution of users’ expectations and needs.

The research community and industry should explore richer user models including both explicit and implicit elements. So far, research both in academia and in the industry primarily construes the user by the clicks they generate. The interest of the user as a citizen cannot be measured this way.

Following these recommendations would provide the foundation to address core user-oriented challenges and opportunities in the context of news recommender systems. In the following, we illustrate why and how research of the intricate network of relationships between these different values could inform policy decisions with respect to diversity, user autonomy, agency, transparency, and control.

**New modes of interaction between news generators and audience**

News recommender systems change the way users and the news media interact. On the one hand, news recommender systems are giving the media new tools to bring information to the attention of users and steering audience behavior. On the other hand, news recommendations can, at least in theory, be a means to bring journalists one step closer to the goal of being more responsive to the information needs (such as developing expertise in a topic, broadening horizons, or exploring the unexplored) and preferences of users, and truly engaging with the audience to build deeper, more fruitful relationships.

We therefore recommend that funding agencies initiate research programs which explore new ways of communication between media and audience, by, for example, improving transparency, user agency and control, and other feedback channels.

**User agency in a dynamic system**

A news recommender system is very often a dynamic system in which direct user choices as well as indirect traces derived from behavior feed into the algorithm and partially define the scope and diversity of future choice options, which in turn leads to new user choices. If a reader, for example, expresses a preference for news about crime and also consumes a lot of information on crime, this will affect the future choices made available by a news recommender. Assuming the news recommender only optimizes recommendation accuracy based on prior behavior, as is often the case today, then this likely leads to a de facto reduction in the diversity of news offered to this consumer. Improved interface design can both allow and encourage the user to provide explicit feedback on the recommendations offered and change preferences accordingly.

Proper interface design of news recommenders can thus support the user to become more aware of the system’s inner workings and its influence on their media consumption. Interface design should make clear which defaults or presets the system has (e.g., initially applying a certain algorithm, even if users can change this in a control panel), so the user can decide whether or not recommendations are in line with their preferences. More engaged users can change the default settings, while default settings could be set towards nudging the user to be more diverse.
We recommend that funding agencies put an emphasis on research into user agency and user-recommender interaction. Given the importance of interface designs and the adaptive nature of these systems, users need insights into how a setting will likely change the output, that is, a user-centric diversity requires transparency as well as control. However, the factors that influence the type of transparency and control users benefit from are not yet well understood.

Furthermore, we recommend that more research is directed at the area of how recommendations are influenced by the user base as a whole. Recommendations are not only dependent on the individual’s choices or the choices of the news publisher, but also on the choices of others interacting with a news recommender. Research on understanding the influence of and interactions between the user base as a whole and the news publishers with the individual user’s preferences is lacking, but knowledge about the collective nature and complex behavior of these systems is important to inform a new generation of news recommender systems that are aligned with societal goals while preserving individuals’ rights.

One important aspect of news recommender systems is that they tend to distribute news from a large set of sources, some of which are largely unknown to readers. This may make it difficult for readers to understand the perspective and context from which a piece of news is written. To make an informed decision on how to understand any piece of information, the recommendation and its basis (e.g., rationale and collected data) should be made transparent to the users. This includes, as a minimum basis, some reasoning around why users are presented with a particular recommendation. Informed news consumption by a news recommender system can be further improved by also giving users control over their experience. In fact, when users understand how social and personalized recommendations work, they are more likely to engage and think carefully about that information [4].

Existing work indicates that the combination of transparency and control can also increase trustworthiness (while the results for transparency alone are weaker). We thus relate user agency to both transparency and control. While a notable amount of work about transparency and control in recommender systems has been conducted to date, there has been limited work of this nature in the domain of news recommendation [14, 10].

We recommend that research agencies fund more research on the interrelation between user agency by transparency as well as control and its relation to diversity.

We also recommend the development of research to understand when, how, and for whom different transparency and control mechanisms are effective.

4 Data access, design, and measurement

To render the concept of diversity amenable to computational approaches, social and computer scientists need to work towards quantifiable, meaningful, and relevant definitions of diversity and its related concepts, knowing that there cannot be a single one. The way the different understandings of diversity impact users’ news consumption requires oversight and academic research. The primary desideratum is therefore an increased awareness, recognition, and support of diversity as one of the explicit goals in news recommender systems. Research and implementations benefit not only from insights into potential negative implications, but also from an explicit appreciation of the positive role that diversity may play in the optimization of existing goals.
Optimization criteria for diversifying recommendations come with a set of normative assumptions that need to be carefully considered. This includes the impact on society and possible risks generated by the system in question. System designers should explicitly take into account the desired and projected effects on society as well as the causal relationship between the chosen metrics and the types of diversity. As system assumptions and optimization targets might change over time, monitoring needs to be a continued process.

A key prerequisite to the functional understanding of diversity is the deliberate interdisciplinary creation of operationalizations, that is, the definition of a quantifiable measure for a social concept. This requires a growing willingness of computer scientists to discuss social theories and an increased readiness of social scientists to learn about technical aspects, such as the functionalities of recommendation algorithms. Based on such collaborations, interdisciplinary teams are then recommended to create combined, larger and much more meaningful annotated data sets that serve as a basis for better news recommendation systems.

We also strongly recommend that a unified commitment to ethical standards in the form of a code of conduct between the aforementioned stakeholders is established, safeguarding reasonable and responsible use of data access (see section 5). Such a code would serve to reduce legal uncertainty, safeguard the rights of citizens as well as organizations, help shape the terms of use, and provide a strong foundation for the future development of the field. Ensuring adequate handling of protected minorities or certain viewpoints in particular may necessitate sharing of person-related sensitive data, in which case a well-defined process should be in place to prevent potential misuse.

The following box gives an example of why data access, metrics, and analytic tools are necessary to give insight into the important societal process of news selection, prioritization, and distribution.

**Example:** An interdisciplinary research project strives to (automatically) assess whether news services expose citizens to a diverse set of viewpoints, for example, through a diverse representation of political positions. For this purpose, news organizations need to provide:

- A set of news articles.
- Existing metadata insofar as they exist, such as the political viewpoints expressed therein, in conjunction with information on the annotation method.
- Representative user data, following fully transparent sampling methods, describing the interaction of users with the news articles (e.g., accessing, clicking, and commenting).
- Data describing the exact presentation and context of news to users by news recommender systems.

The data have to cover a sufficient span of time to reflect a general pattern and avoid biases due to extraordinary events. Multiple news organizations need to provide data covering the same time frame to generate a more representative spectrum of the news ecosystem. Researchers can then approximate exposure to viewpoints across platforms and over time, thus getting a better understanding of the role of news recommender systems on the diversity of news exposure.


**5 Governance**

As we see in this manifesto, diversity and its future pathway is contingent on emerging technologies and future recommender systems, but it is also shaped by changing social norms, usage practices, regulations, and business models. As a consequence, democratic societies have, over time, developed institutions and regulations that aim to balance the public fostering of diversity on the one hand with the goal of securing independent media on the other [13]. A governance perspective takes into account this interplay between technological developments, social norms and values, regulatory interventions, and market transactions [5].

In broadcasting regulation, diversity is a main goal in many countries [18]. These regulations aim to guarantee that the diversity of existing opinions is presented in broadcasting as broadly and comprehensively as possible (BVerfG, Judgment of March 25, 2014 - 1 BvF [ZDF]). For example, public service broadcasters are required to promote diversity, and media regulators regulate the distribution of broadcasting programs to maximize diversity. The turn to today’s fragmented media environments and the increasing role of recommender systems, both at the level of media organizations and at the level of platforms and aggregators, challenge such regulatory approaches in three dimensions: (1) What is the very object of diversity? (Options, viewpoints, and values, etc.) (2) What is the scope of diversity regulation? (3) Can a system of representation (“existing opinions in society represented in a program/recommender system”) still work?

Regulatory concepts reach their limits if diversity regulations are applied to media in an information ecosystem when media content is just one among many types of content that similarly fulfil the information and leisure needs of users [19]. Thus, meaningful regulation needs to go back to basic functions, such as ensuring free and open public and individual opinion formation and exchange (see section 2).

**Recommendations**

We recommend that both regulators and legislators, as well as stakeholders in this sector, such as news media and platforms, take careful, evidence-based measures to guarantee diversity in news and opinion in future media and news environments.

1. **No direct transfer of broadcasting regulation**
   The concept of diversity regulation in the domain of broadcasting should not be transferred to information ecosystems where media content is only one type of content that fulfills the information needs of users. If there is a need to regulate at all, the concepts should focus on specific obstacles to the openness of public communication (e.g., due to monopolistic structures giving actors undue power) or the options for the user to choose (e.g., between various recommender systems, see section 3).

2. **Media and platforms to take on responsibility**
   Media has always had the constitutive function to supply society with diverse and truthful information and opinions for democratic deliberation (see section 1 and 2). Journalism has developed routines and institutions to guarantee this. Platforms are now partly taking over this role by mediating large shares of news and information consumption. Thus, both types of actors now need to take on this shared responsibility. News organizations are in a position to leverage their century-long expertise in balancing commercial interests and democratic functions, but need to more systematically bring together this journalistic expertise with technological development. For platforms, this means taking responsibility for the impact
they have on diversity, including opening up data and application programming interface for researchers to audit recommender systems and their impact (which requires overthinking policies on contracts and trade secrets). Furthermore, platforms need to allow users to exert agency (see section 3) by exercising influence on news recommendation algorithms, and prioritize the media sources they would like to see.

3. Code of conduct for data sharing
Since academic research for the public good in this field depends to a large extent on data from the industry, we need to find a way to exchange data and keep the use of data conforming with legal regulations, especially GDPR. Article 40 of the GDPR allows for the drafting of codes of conduct. Such a code of conduct – after having gone through a specific procedure – becomes a binding governance instrument for the domain it covers. We recommend that the research community and platforms jointly draft a respective code that specifies legal modes of data sharing and establishes responsibilities for both platforms and researchers.

4. Promoting R&D for legacy media
To protect freedom of communication, self-regulation is the preferred choice in the field of public communication (which does not exclude legal regulation in certain cases). Legacy media and social media platform providers alike need to be aware of the consequences of their editorial and design choices in terms of diversity, and govern themselves responsibly. However, traditionally, media companies did not engage much in R&D and so funders should support them in this field. Given their experience in producing and distributing diverse content, public service media could be socio-technical innovators in the field of news recommender systems and should be given the mandate to develop, implement, and share new systems.

6 A new initiative
This manifesto addresses the fundamental developments in the production, dissemination, and usage of news as well as the role recommender systems have in these interrelated contexts. These changes challenge the traditional concept of diversity used in the media industry, research, and governance. In the context of the fragmented media ecosystem, we need to revisit the fundamental functions of diversity in society, and the impact of news recommender systems on society.

The combination of insights from computer science, social science, and legal sciences in the Dagstuhl 19482 workshop have made the following clear:

- New measures and models of diversity are needed as current models of diversity, typically, do not capture the multidimensionality of diversity.
- The role of users and their ability to make choices about and have control over the news recommendation process is not sufficiently understood and attended to.
- The responsibility of news companies and platforms for supporting user agency should ensure transparency and user control.
- The data and models currently used in both computer and communication science are often too restricted in terms of representativeness, duration, and depth to reflect the complexity of diversity as a societal concept.
- Governance in this space is opaque, but there are good reasons not to import the broadcasting paradigm of regulation and rather promote diversity through other means of regulation that ensure an ecosystem of diverse recommender systems.
The joint investigation of the topics necessitates an inter-/transdisciplinary approach, where computer scientists are prepared to discuss social and legal theories, social scientists show an interest in technical and legal regulatory mechanisms, and legal scholars engage with technical and social mechanisms.

As a consequence, the workshop highlighted that in order to get valid answers to many of these pressing questions and challenges, long-term, interdisciplinary research, including the fields of communication science, computer science, economics, and the legal sciences, is needed.

While our recommendations address several key issues in the application, development, and scientific study of news recommender systems, there are several questions that reach beyond the improvement of existing approaches and point to a need to consider news recommender systems in a wider context of socio-technical changes. Given the increasing blurring of boundaries of what constitutes news and how it is disseminated across platforms, several considerations discussed above may need to be extended beyond the realm of classic editorial content and distribution platforms. Societal practices such as news avoidance raise new questions concerning the management of diversity reaching beyond those venues where users expect to encounter news. Investigating the dynamics of news recommendation, consumption, and opinion formation, as well as the positive and negative consequences of targeting and personalization, may call for entirely new research approaches.

To address all these challenges requires a collaboration between disciplines and the development of new, interdisciplinary grounded measures of various diversity types that are aligned with the societal goals and are concrete enough that they lend themselves as a computational implementation. More specifically, the following initiatives are needed:

1. Do research on news recommenders and diversity: As most pressing societal and scholarly questions about news recommender systems and diversity cannot be answered meaningfully from a mono-disciplinary perspective, we call upon the (inter)national research community to organize and engage in truly interdisciplinary, continuously cooperating communities across computer, social, and legal sciences.

2. Create a safe harbor for academic research with industry data: Much research on public communication and recommender systems requires access to industry data to produce results that are meaningful for society. To enable this, data protection issues must be resolved. We recommend creating a code of conduct under Article 40 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to give this kind of data sharing a solid legal basis.

3. Optimize the role of public values in news recommenders: News recommenders can be powerful tools to help users find their way in the plethora of available news, shape public opinion, and serve as a foundation for public cohesion. They are extensions of the traditional editorial task. Hence, we recommend that they should not just maximize for clicks and short-term revenue, but, mindful of the democratic function of the media, also optimize for values that align with the overall mission of a news outlet.

4. Create a meaningful governance framework: While we see no fruitful way of transferring existing regulations from broadcasting to news recommenders, we recommend that regulators and legislators support the research required to build diversity-aware recommender systems and actively foster an environment that allows for the co-existence of various recommender systems (and its preconditions). Such initiatives should be evidence-based.

5. We recommend founding a joint lab to spearhead the needed interdisciplinary research, boost practical innovation, develop reference solutions, and transfer insights into practice. This initiative and its lab must combine the best (inter)national expertise from fields.
like computer science, social and behavioral sciences, political philosophy, and law, as well as industry and regulators to ensure diverse, transparent, explainable, and fair news recommendations.
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